CHAPTER IX
ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION (Continued) WINDS OF LOCAL ORIGIN
WINDS DUE TO LOCAL HEATING
Whirlwinds.—During clear, calm summer afternoons, particularly during a dry spell when vegetation is parched and the ground strongly heated, dust whirls often develop, and occasionally travel considerable distances before losing their identity. The flatter the region, the more barren, the hotter the surface, and the quieter the air, the more violent these whirls become. Hence, level deserts are especially frequented by such winds, amounting at times to violent storms, though never more than a few meters in diameter. The development of these storms in which convection is strong is not simple, but an understanding of them will help materially to an understanding of convection due to heating in less obvious cases.
It is well known that those regions in which violent dust or sand whirls occur are also the places where inferior mirages are most frequent. The reason for this coincidence is the fact that the density gradient of the atmosphere essential to the production of a mirage simulating a lake, namely, an increase of density with elevation, is most favorable to strong vertical convection. Under these conditions the air is in that same unstable equilibrium that applies to a column of liquid whose under layer is lighter than the upper—whose under layer is oil, say, and upper layer water.
At first sight it might seem that no such condition of considerable extent can occur in nature; that as soon as the under layer became specifically lighter than the one next above, they would change places. Whenever a cork, for instance, is let go under water it bobs up. Similarly, a balloon rises, without exception, whenever the combined weight of gas, envelop, etc., is less than that of the atmosphere displaced. Why then should not surface air, whenever it becomes specifically lighter than the air above it, also rise immediately? This undoubtedly is just what a limited volume of light air would do if actually surrounded on all sides by heavier air. But surface air is not completely surrounded by other air; its condition is somewhat analogous to that of a cork whose flat surface is pressed against the bottom of a vessel of water. The cork in

